Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of data mining and knowledge discovery from data, a key research that can significantly affect the real-world applications is the study of the reliability issues in knowledge discovery [1] . It is quite natural to ask whether the knowledge discovery process is robust or not. Is the data trustworthy? How can we validate whether the discovered knowledge is reliable? Why and to what extent can we trust it? How can we receive reliable results when applying the discovered knowledge? When, where and why can the knowledge-discovery process go wrong?
The 2010 IEEE ICDM Workshop on Reliability Issues in Knowledge Discovery (RIKD 2010) tries to find answers to the above questions in a systematic way. It is a follow-up of two successful IEEE ICDM workshops dedicated to the same topic. The workshop focuses on theory, methods, and techniques for designing robust knowledge-discovery processes as well as assessing the reliability of the discovered knowledge. Particular attention is paid on the problem how to apply this knowledge reliably when it is partially valid.
Where are we heading?
We expect during the RIKD 2010 workshop to summarize the progress and to formulate the field that we call reliable knowledge discovery from data. Here is our first attempt.
Reliable knowledge discovery from data is an inductive process of acquiring reliable knowledge from data. The knowledge is said to be reliable if it has a predefined generalization performance. This performance can be achieved by either an inductive approach or a deductive approach. The inductive approach assumes that the inductive process of knowledge acquisition is reliable; i.e., the process can guarantee the predefined generalization performance of the acquired knowledge. The assumptions of the deductive approach are different. It assumes an existence of a reliable deductive process; i.e., a process that can guarantee that the acquired knowledge can be applied on a sub-space of possible cases with the predefined generalization performance.
We can demonstrate a process of reliable knowledge discovery in the context of the out-going EU project MYCAREVENT [3] . 1 One of the goals of the project was to implement a road side assistance decision support system capable of providing manufacturerspecific car-repair information according to the problems identified by cars's Off-On-Board-Diagnosis systems. One of the core parts of the system was a classifier for road side assistance. The classifier had to predict the status of a car that experiences problems. The only information for classifier acquisition was the data of previous car problems. Due to substantial costs involved the classifier had to have a predefined lower boundary of the generalization accuracy; i.e., it had to be reliable. The classifier was derived using the methodology of reliable knowledge discovery (described above). Therefore first the inductive approach was applied. For that purpose a reliable process of knowledge acquisition based on ROC analysis was chosen among different alternatives [4] . The process first built the classifier ROC curve using an internal validation and then selected the probability threshold maximizing the classifier accuracy. Unfortunately the maximum accuracy achieved was below the predefined lower boundary, and then the deductive approach was considered. For that purpose the classifier was re-trained using the conformity framework in order to provide p-values for individual classifications [2] . Then, when the classifier was deductively applied for each new car problem the classification was assigned if its p-value had passed a statistical test (corresponded to the predefined accuracy lower boundary). Thus, the classifier either labeled the car cases accurately or it abstained from classifications.
Overview of the RIKD 2010 Workshop
The selection process this year was competitive. As a half-day workshop, we received both the papers submitted directly to the workshop and the papers from the main conference ICDM 2010. The workshop accommodates both research papers presenting original investigation results and industrial papers reporting reliability issues in real knowledge discovery applications and system development. Using the terminology from the prevision section we note that the main stream of the papers considers inductive approaches to reliable knowledge discovery. Deductive approaches are almost non-present. The papers cover broad topics of reliable knowledge discovery. Among others it is worth to mention:
• Analysis of the factors affecting knowledgediscovery reliability • Theory of reliable knowledge discovery • Domain-specific reliability issues in knowledge discovery • Methods and techniques for designing robust knowledge-discovery processes
We would like to express our thanks to all the authors who contributed to the success of the workshop program. For the details of the workshop, please visit workshop web site at:
http://www.deakin.edu.au/~hdai/RIKD10/.
We hope that you will fully enjoy the workshop program.
